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OPTIMAL PRODUCTION OF ELECTROLYTIC COPPER DETERMINED BY THE CONCENTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
COPPER CONCENTRATES TO SMELTERS ON THE EXAMPLE OF KGHM

OPTYMALIZACJA PRODUKCJI MIEDZI ELEKTROLITYCZNEJ POPRZEZ SYSTEM WZBOGACANIA I DYSTRYBUCJI
KONCENTRATÓW DO HUT NA PRZYKŁADZIE KGHM

The issues of copper production strategy for the Polish copper industry are presented in the article. The problem is
considered within the scope of the ore extraction, ore concentration and metallurgical processing of the copper concentrate and
the main aim is to produce the specific amount of copper, which generates maximum technological and economic benefits.
In order to determine the strategy of production for a company an optimisation approach may be applied with the target
function defined as either the maximization of metal recovery or the maximization of profit. The real operating conditions are
implemented into the model, together with existing limitation resulting from the concentration technology and metallurgical
treatment. The problem verification was possible with using of non-linear programming theory. Two variants were considered:
the first for lower production costs, and the second for low stock market prices. The presented optimal strategies determine
the copper grades of concentrates as well as the system of concentrates distribution between three smelters. Generally smelters
should receive concentrates with higher copper grades for low stock market metal prices and for low processing costs the mass
of concentrates delivered to smelters should be higher together with decreased the copper grades.
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W pracy przedstawiono zagadnienia dotyczące strategii produkcji miedzi elektrolitycznej dla polskich warunków produkcji
miedzi w układzie kopalnia-zakład przeróbczy-huta miedzi. Problem jest rozpatrywany głównie z punktu widzenia hut miedzi,
ale determinowany jest jakością i ilością koncentratów miedziowych wyprodukowanych przez zakłady przeróbcze. Celem
jest osiągniecie maksymalnych efektów technologicznych i ekonomicznych. Podejście optymalizacyjne zakłada zbudowanie
odpowiedniego modelu ekonometrycznego z funkcja celu zdefiniowaną jako maksymalny odzysk metalu oraz uwzględnieniem
istniejących realnych ograniczeń technologicznych Weryfikacja modelu jest możliwa z wykorzystaniem oprogramowania dzia-
łającego w oparciu o teorię programowania nielinowego. W artykule przedstawiono analizę dla dwóch wariantów produkcji
miedzi: niskich kosztów produkcyjnych oraz niskich cen giełdowych miedzi. Aby maksymalizować funkcję celu w zapre-
zentowanym modelu, w okresie niskich cen produkcji huty powinny otrzymywać mniej koncentratów o wyższej zawartości
miedzi, natomiast przy niskich giełdowych cenach miedzi, huty powinny przerabiać większe ilości koncentratu o zmniejszonej
zawartości miedzi.

1. Introduction

KGHM Polish Copper S.A. has integrated systems
of copper production, starting from extracting the ore,
through the concentration process, to the metallurgical
treatment and pure metal production. Thanks to a such
structure it is possible the optimization and effective
control of the whole process in the mine–processing
plant–copper smelters system, and also the copper pro-
duction planning with respect to existing realities.

The company comprises the following integral parts:
three mines: ZG Lubin, ZG Polkowice, and ZG Rud-

na (denoted as mine 1, mine 2 and mine 3 respec-
tively), three concentrator plants: OZWR Lubin, OZWR
Polkowice and OZWR Rudna (denoted as concentrator
1, concentrator 2 and concentrator 3 respectively) as well
as three smelters: HM Legnica, HM Głogów I and HM
Głogów II (denoted as smelter 1, smelter 2 and smelter
3 respectively). The final product quality and quantity is
considered from the point of view of the metallurgical
stage (electrolytic copper), but the concentration stage
is the place in the whole copper production circuit, in
where the efficiency of the whole process is preliminary
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TABLE 1
The average content of copper, base cupriferrous minerals, and lithologic composition of ores processed in individual concentrator plants [2]

Concentrator 1 Concentrator 2 Concentrator 3

Content of copper in ore, % 1,3 2,0 2,2
Content of major coupriferrous minerals, %

chalcocite
bornite
chalcopyrite

52
38
10

80
18
2-4

70
25
4-5

Lithologic composition, %
sandstone
carbonate
shale

60
25
15

8
75
17

56
33
11

Fig. 1. Material mass flows among individual units of the company

determined. It is caused by proper adjustment of the con-
centration technology applied in each concentrator plant,
especially the parameters of the enrichment process.

Ores processing in the plants are a mixture of three
lithologic types: sandstone, carbonate and slate and in-
clude, besides of copper, also silver as the valuable com-
ponent.

The concentration process for different types of ore
has it’s reflection in the processing technology operating
in each individual processing plant. Metallurgical treat-
ment of copper is achieved by the use of two technolo-
gies: a flash smelting process (applied in Legnica) and a
suspensional one (applied in Głogów I and Głogów II),
which is adapted to the selectivity profile of the enriched
ores. The main difference between above technologies
results from different exergy sources [3]. The material
flows system for the company is presented in Figure 1.

Suitable planning of copper production should there-
fore consider all mass flows among the individual units:
from individual mines, through the concentrator plants
to the smelters, with regarding the technological limita-

tions as well as the production capacities of individual
concentrator plants and smelters.

2. Technological and economic optimizational
models

Proper planning of production strategy for copper is
connected with the maximization of technological effects
(the maximum copper recovery – Z1) or economic ones
(the maximization of profit – Z2). For the copper produc-
tion system presented, that is: mine – processing plant
– copper smelters, the generalized model, in which the
target function is the maximization of copper recovery,
can be written as follows:

Z1 =

3∑

i=1

3∑

j=1

Mi · γ j · β j −
3∑

i=1

3∑

j=1

Mi ·
(
100 − γ j

)
· ϑ j

(1)
at presence of limitations: β j > βmin,
βmin – the minimum copper grade in the concentrate,
required by the conditions of the metallurgical treatment
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i – number of mines in the whole copper production
system; i = 1, 2, 3,
j – number of the concentrator plant; j = 1, 2, 3,
Mi – mass of ore extracted in mine number i,
γ j – yield of the concentrate transported from processing
plant number j,
β j – copper grade in the concentrate transported from
concentrator plant number j,
ϑ j – copper grade in tails obtained from the enrichment
of individual ores.

It is also possible to analyze such optimizational
approach by using the function of metal losses [10].

The target function from the point of view of eco-
nomic optimization is defined as maximization of the
company’s profit. To attain maximum profit, each con-
centrator plant has to produce a defined amount of the
concentrate with respective copper grade β, and to de-
liver it for metallurgical treatment to the suitable smelter
[7]. It is also essential to determine a suitable content
for concentrate mixtures, to the treatment in individual
smelters, with regarding the existing technological lim-
itations and the ore properties. The target function has
the following form:

P =



3∑
j=1

3∑
k=1

Q jkβ jγ jεkPCu+

+
3∑

j=1

3∑
k=1

Q jk(a jβ j + b j)γ jε
′
kPAg


−

−



3∑
j=1

Q jMC +
3∑

j=1
Q jγ jPC j+

+
3∑

j=1

3∑
k=1

Q jkγ jβ jHCkεk



(2)

where:
j, γ j, β j, ϑ j – denotations as in formula (1)
k – number of smelters in the copper production system;
k = 1, 2, 3
γ jk – yield of the concentrate processed in concentrator
plant number j, treated in smelter number k,
εk – metallurgical recovery of copper for specific smelter,
ε’k – metallurgical recovery of silver for specific smelter,
a j, b j – parameters of equation (14) describing relation-
ships between copper and silver grades in concentrates,
Q j – mass of the ore processed in a specific concentrator
plant,
PCu – price of copper at world metal stock market,
PAg – price of silver at world metal stock market,
MC – mining costs,
PC j – processing costs for a specific plant,
HCk – metallurgical processing costs for specific smelter.

In model (2), the distribution of concentrates into
a specific smelter should be also taken into consider-
ation. The structure of the concentrates distribution to
the smelters results mainly from the quality of produced

concentrates and technology of metallurgical treatment
and is determined by the following formula:

3∑
j=1

3∑
k=1

γ jQ jk · r jk

3∑
j=1

3∑
k=1

γ jQ jk

= 1 (3)

where:
3∑

j=1

3∑
k=1

r jk = 1, and

r jk – fraction of the whole concentrate enriched in
concentrator plant number j, transported into smelter
number k.

Concentrates are distributed among the three
smelters according to formulas (4) – (10), which define
the fixed range proportions of the mixtures transported
to the smelters:

a) Concentrates delivered to smelter 1 (Legnica):
– from concentrator plant 1 (Lubin)

0, 3 6 γ1Q11 · r11
3∑

j=1
γ jQ j1

6 0, 4 (4)

– from concentrator plant 3 (Rudna)

0, 6 6 γ2Q31 · r31
3∑

j=1
γ jQ j1

6 0, 7 (5)

– from concentrator plant 2 (Polkowice) no concentrate
is delivered

b) concentrates delivered to smelter 2 (Głogów I)
– from concentrator plant 1 (Lubin)

0, 25 6 γ1Q12 · r12
3∑

j=1
γ jQ j2

6 0, 4 (6)

– from concentrator plant 2 (Polkowice)

0, 2 6 γ2Q22 · r22
3∑

j=1
γ jQ j2

6 0, 35 (7)

– from concentrator plant 3 (Rudna)

0, 3 6 γ3Q32 · r32
3∑

j=1
γ jQ j2

6 0, 4 (8)

c) concentrates delivered to smelter 3 (Głogów II)
– from concentrator plant 2 (Polkowice)

0, 4 6 γ2Q23 · r23
3∑

j=1
γ jQ j2

6 0, 5 (9)
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– from concentrator plant 3 (Rudna)

0, 5 6 γ3Q33 · r33
3∑

j=1
γ jQ j3

6 0, 6 (10)

– from concentrator plant 1 (Lubin) no concentrate is
delivered to smelter 3

3. Restrictive and supplementary conditions

In order to determine the optimum of the target
function (2), yields γ should be determined as the one
variable function, namely γ = γ(β), together with the re-
lationships between the copper and silver grades in con-
centrates, for each concentrator plant. The yield can be
obtained from the mass balance equation (11) [9], which
is illustrated by the hyperbolical paraboliod (Fig. 2):

100α = γβ + (1 − γ)ϑ (11)

Fig. 2. Functional relationship of yield γ from β and ϑ for fixed value
α

The location of the mentioned surface in the
3D co-ordinate system depends on the α value, the
paraboloid generally can be placed higher or lower to-
gether with respective increase or decrease in α value.
The real course of the enrichment process is illustrated
by some curve lying on that surface, which takes into
account the mineralogical composition of the ore as well
as the selectivity of the mineral grains (Fig. 3).

There are two essential points on the hyperbole
(Fig. 3), describing the concentration process [5]: A
= (α, 100) and B = (100, α). Point A, in which the
yield equals 100%, (β = α), describes the case where
the concentration process does not take place. Point B
describes a theoretical perfect concentration – the final
product consists solely of the whole copper, for this case

the value of yield equals α. On the curve (Fig.3) a point
can also be determined halfway between A and B with
co-ordinates (βt , γt), which describes the perfect process
of mechanical concentration, where all cupriferous sul-
phides contained in the ore pass to the concentrate. After
suitable calculations we obtain the relationship (12)

Fig. 3. Projection of the surface described by formula (13) on (γ;β)
plane

γ =
100 · α
β

(12)

or a generalized form of the hyperbola (12):

γ =
a
β

+ b (13)

where a, b – coefficients.
Investigations of the selectivity of copper and sil-

ver run in the Non-Ferrous Metals Institute in Gliwice
(Poland) [4,11] as well as laboratory experiments con-
ducted on copper and silver selectivity show, that for
a specific ore a linear dependence exists between the
content of copper and silver in the enrichment products.
For the copper concentrate the above dependence can be
denoted in following formula:

βAg = a j · β j + b j (14)

where:
βAg –silver grade in the concentrate,
β j – copper grade in the concentrate,
a j,b j – coefficients.

Additional limitations are connected with the type
of metallurgical treatment technology in specific smelter.
Depending the smelter, the concentrates are processed
in, their quality cannot be lower than βmin j denoting the
minimum copper grade in the concentrate.
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4. Obtained solution – the model verification

The presented model can possibly be solved by
means of the software basing on non-linear program-
ming theory. The real operating limitations resulting
from the concentration technology and from econom-
ic factors (stock market metal prices) must naturally be
taken into consideration in the model in order to ob-
tain the solution on the satisfying level of accuracy. The
main aim of solving the presented model is then an ef-
fective determination of variables existing in the target
function, taking into consideration defined limitations,
process flowsheets as well as the world stock market
metal prices. In this solution the model will produce an
optimal set of parameters’ values which characterize the
optimal operation of the considered copper production
circuit and the best system of their distribution among
individual smelters. Analysis of obtained solutions pro-
vides the opportunity to work out the operating strategy
for the plants: the proper copper production planning as
well as the maintaining the technological indices of the
concentration process [6,8].

Various alporhitus can be used in order to solve op-
timisation models [12, 13]. Calculations were proceed-
ed by means of GAMS software. The program works
on the basis of non-linear programming principles, with
CONOPT algorithm as a tool [1]. The calculations were
performed for two variants of copper production condi-

tions. Variant 1 was prepared for lower production costs,
while the second variant reflects the situation of the re-
cent financial crisis (low metal stock market prices). Sig-
nificant variation in copper stock market prices (Fig. 4)
and the Polish currency (PLN) can be also observed for
the second modeling variant.

The modeling results for both variants are presented
in Table 2. For comparison, real operating data for the
KGHM plant in the respective period of time was also
presented. Profit values for all variants were presented
in the Polish currency units (PLN).

Examining the Table 2 one can see, that the model-
ing results are close to the real operating conditions. The
model even admit the higher concentrate copper grades
for concentrator plant 1 and 3 than the real production. In
the optimal solution the concentrate distribution system
for variant 1 should be as follow:
a) concentrates to smelter 1 should be delivered in fol-

lowing proportions: 57.4% from concentrator 3 and
42.6% from concentrator 1

b) concentrates to smelter 2 should be delivered in
following proportions: 43.8% from concentrator 1,
25.5% from concentrator 2 and 30.7% from concen-
trator 3

c) concentrates to smelter 3 should be delivered in fol-
lowing proportions: 37.1% from concentrator 2 and
62.9% from concentrator 3

Fig. 4. Copper stock market prices and the USD value
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TABLE 2
Modeling results and respective real operating ones for variant 1 and 2

Variant 1

Modeling results Real operating results

Main technological indices [%]

β1 (concentrator 1) 19.3 17.8

β2 (concentrator 2) 25.9 27.1

β3 (concentrator 3) 31.3 30.6

γ1 (concentrator 1) 5.2 no data

γ2 (concentrator 2) 6.5 no data

γ3 (concentrator 3) 5.8 no data
Target function value
profit (P) [x106PLN] 765 570

Variant 2

Modeling results Real operating results

Main technological indices [%]

β1 (product from concentrator 1) 20.5 no data

β2 (product from concentrator 2) 26.3 no data

β3 (product from concentrator 3) 32.4 no data

γ1 (concentrator 1) 4.8 no data

γ2 (concentrator 2) 6.4 no data

γ3 (concentrator 3) 5.5 no data
Target function value
profit (P) [x106PLN] 563 521

The optimal concentrate distribution system for vari-
ant 2 should be as follow:
a) concentrates to smelter 1 should be delivered in fol-

lowing proportions: 56.8% from concentrator 3 and
43.2% from concentrator 1

b) concentrates to smelter 2 should be delivered in
following proportions: 45.0% from concentrator 1,
25.5% from concentrator 2 and 29.5% from concen-
trator 3

c) concentrates to smelter 3 should be delivered in fol-
lowing proportions: 36.6% from concentrator 2 and
63.4% from concentrator 3

Analyzing the proportion of the concentrate distribution
system it is easy to notice that in the feed to smelter
Legnica and Głogów I the product from concentrator 1
(Lubin) should have the higher proportion in variant 2
than in variant 1. The feed to smelter 3 (Głogów II)
should have also the higher proportion of concentrate
from Rudna in second variant.

In the Fig. 5 the optimal quality of the concentrate
as a function of copper stock market prices is presented.

Values of copper stock market are presented on hori-
zontal axis in percentages. A one hundred percent value
relates to the one in first variant of modeling. On the
basis of these results we may notice, that the amount of
processed concentrate should be higher in the period of
high metal stock market prices and lower in the peri-
od of lower metals’ prices. This is connected with the
production of concentrate with a lower copper grade (at
high stock market prices), what causes the higher metal
recovery (leading to a reduction in paymetal loss).

The relationship between the concentrate copper
grade and the silver stock market prices (Fig.6) has simi-
lar course like for copper. Similarly like on Fig. 5 the one
hundred percent value relates to the one in first variant
of modeling. The influence of silver stock market prices
on the optimal copper grade has much lower importance
than the copper, however. Costs of metallurgical treat-
ment have the inverse proportional course to the con-
centrate copper grade. For the higher metallurgical costs
the production of concentrates with higher copper grade
has the economic justification (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 5. Relationship between optimal quality of the concentrate and market price of copper

Fig. 6. Relationship between optimal quality of the concentrate and market price of silver

Fig. 7. Relationship between optimal quality of the concentrate and metallurgical costs

The value of target function for both modelling vari-
ants is close to the real operating results. Even though a
considerable changeability of stock market copper prices
was observed, especially for the second variant, the re-

sults are close to the reality. It proves that the concentra-
tion technology in KGHM is close to the optimum and
the model was property worked out.
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5. Summary

The model designed is convergent to the reality and
the obtained modeling results are close to those obtained
for the real operating conditions of the plant (Table
2). Generally, we can determine the following operating
strategies according to the obtained results:

– lower copper stock market prices – higher copper
grade in the concentrate

– lower processing costs (metal recovery can be
higher) – lower copper grade in the concentrate

We suppose that for higher stock market prices the
copper grade of the produced concentrates should be
lower due to the paymetall loss is also lower. The high-
er processing costs allow for production of concentrates
with rather lower copper grades, but the possible deci-
sion should be taken after considering the price – cost
relationship. Table 3 sums up the possible optimal de-
cisions determined on the basis of obtained modeling
results.

TABLE 3
Possible strategies (copper grades of produced concentrates)

resulting from the relationship between processing costs and stock
market metal prices

Low processing costs High processing costs

High stock
market prices low

Rather lower, but
depends on the
relationship price – cost

Low stock
market prices

Rather higher but
depends on the
relationship price – cost

high

The analysis can be also performed with regard to
the decisive variables being either the world exchange
price of silver, or the cost of metallurgical treatment, or
finally the character of the ore processed. Such analyses
are the subject of constant research and this matter will
be the object of subsequent investigation.

The implementation of the presented model into in-
dustrial operation is a rather complex issue. Three basic
problems should be solved:
– the adjustment of the technological circuit for pro-

duction of the concentrates with copper grade ac-
cording to the regime determined by the model.

– the suitable concentrates distribution system between
the smelters, according to the formula (3) and also
with the production of concentrate mixtures.

– updating coefficients in formulas (13) and (14) be-
cause of the ore variability.

The implementation is then a separate, mainly logis-
tic, task being in charge of the management of KGHM.
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